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1. Line Element
Consider a fictitious two-dimensional line element given by

ds2 = x2dx2 + 2dxdy − dy2

Write down gab, g
ab and then raise and lower indices on Va = (1,−1)T and W a = (0, 1)T .

2. Coordinate Transformations
In a coordinate transformation, the components of the transformation matrix Λb

a are formed
by taking the partial derivative of one coordinate with respect to the other

Λb
a =

∂xb

∂x′a

whereas basis vectors transform as
e′a = Λb

aeb

Plane polar coordinates are related to cartesian coordinates by

x = r cos θ y = r sin θ

Describe the transformation matrix that maps cartesian coordinates to polar coordinates,
and write down the polar coordinate basis vectors in terms of the basis vectors of cartesian
coordinates.

3. Coordinate Transformations and Metrics
Under a coordinate transformation ξA = ξA(xµ), the Minkowski metric ηAB transforms to
a new metric gµν in such a way that proper distances are invariant. In other words, the line
element ds2 = ηABdξ

AdξB is invariant, i.e. ds2 = gµνdx
µdxν .

(a) Show, that this implies that gµν is related to ηAB by

gµν(x) =
∂ξA

∂xµ
∂ξB

∂xν
ηAB

(b) Show, that the inverse metric gµν , i.e. gµνgνλ = δµλ is given by

gµν(x) = ηAB
∂xµ

∂ξA
∂xν

∂ξB



4. Rotating frame
A rotating frame can be described with

x = x′ cosωt′ − y′ sinωt′

y = x′ sinωt′ + y′ cosωt′

z = z′

t = t′

The invariant line element (ct,x,y,z) reads ds2 = c2dt2 − dx2 − dy2 − dz2

(a) Calculate the metric in the rotating frame.

(b) The affine connections for the primed coordinates are given as

Γκλµ =
1

2
gκν

(
∂gµν
∂x′λ

+
∂gλν
∂x′µ

− ∂gµλ
∂x′ν

)
(1)

Calculate the non-vanishing affine connections.

(c) Evaluate the geodesic equation to determine gµν of a rotating frame. Use your results
from (b) to derive the Centrifugal- and the Coriolis Force in case v << c.


